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INTERPOLATION BY COMPLEX SPLINES
BY

J. TZIMBALARIO

Abstract. In this paper we solve the problem of interpolation by certain

class of cardinal complex splines. This solution is used to complete the study

of cardinal trigonometric splines started in [10] and also to give shorter

proofs and to complete the results found for the interpolation problem by

complex splines over the unit circle by I. J. Schoenberg [9], J. H. Ahlberg, E.

N. Nilson and J. L. Walsh [1].

1. Introduction. The problem of complex spline interpolation was initiated

by Ahlberg, Nilson and Walsh in a sequence of papers which appeared

several years ago, [1], [2] and [3]. This problem was solved by Schoenberg in

[9] and almost at the same time by the initiators of the problem. The solutions

are completely different and quite complicated. A related problem, the

trigonometric spline interpolation,was studied earlier by Schoenberg in a very

nice paper, [7]. He connected the study to certain differential operators

Am = D(D2 + l2) • • • (D2 + m2) (D = d/dn). Several generalizations of

these topics appeared in literature. Only recently Micchelli [5] returned to

Schoenberg's idea by introducing the cardinal £-splines, i.e. splines related to

the differential operator £ = Ïï"=0(-D — yj) with yj real numbers. Micchelli

gave a complete and systematic treatment to the interpolation problem by

cardinal £-splines, treatment which in our opinion is the most natural one.

Schoenberg [6] asked whether Micchelli's theory can be extended to operators

£ with imaginary y-s. Sharma and the author [10] began such a study for the

operator Am. Among results connected to other problems, they proved that

cardinal trigonometric interpolation at the knots is not unique. This result is

only the beginning of the study of such interpolation problems.

The object of this paper is to solve the interpolation problem for cardinal

splines related to the operator £ = ïï"=0 iP — '(' +J)v) f°r some V > 0 and

/ real. This study will put the problem of cardinal trigonometric spline

interpolation and complex spline interpolation over the unit circle with

equidistant knots in their natural setting. We give complete solution to both

problems in a relatively simple way. Moreover, the interpolation points are

taken to be not only the knots or half way between the knots, but also any
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shift of the system of knots. The limiting case of tj -» 0 is the case of the

cardinal polynomial splines so well presented by Schoenberg in his

monography [8].

In §2 we give all necessary notations and state the interpolation problem.

§3 deals with an eigenvalue problem closely connected to the main question.

Certain auxiliary class of polynomials which is an extension of the Euler-

Frobenius polynomials is studied in full details. In §4 we complete the

preparation of all tools needed in the solution of the interpolation problem

and we give the main theorem. Finally in §5, we treat briefly some

applications.

2. Definitions, notations and statement of the main problem. Letpn+i(x) =

n"_o(* ~~ i(J + J)v) f°r sorne V > 0 an<i I real- The nullspace of the associa-

ted differential operator £„+X(D) = pn+x(D) is denoted by IL,.

Tln = {y\tn+1(D)y = 0}. (2.1)

Every element in IIn is a linear combination 2J=0 cje'{J+'^,x. The space of

cardinal complex splines is defined to be

S„ = (S(*)|S(*) £ C"-1 (R), %„,(„+,)„) e IL, v G Z }       (2.2)

for some fix positive h.

Complex splines over the unit circle studied by various authors are, in fact,

periodic elements of S„. The cardinal trigonometric splines are real parts of

elements in certain S„. We shall study the following interpolation problem:

S((v + a)r¡) = yv,       v G Z, S(x) G S„, (2.3)

where y = {y„} is a given set of complex or real data and 0 < a < 1.

It can easily be seen that the set of solutions to this problem form a linear

manifold in S„, of dimension n — 1 if a = 0 and of dimension n if 0 < a <

1. Hence the problem requires some boundary conditions and the natural

type of conditions are the growth conditions. Let y > 0 and define

Yy= (W|/, = 0(HY)as^±oo},

Sn,y = {S(x)\S(x) G S„, S(x) = 0(\x\y) as \x\-> oo). (2.4)

Our main problem is to study existence and uniqueness of elements in Sny

which interpolate sets of data in Yy. The class S° of nullsplines for this

problem is the class of functions in S„ which interpolates the zero data, i.e.

§° = {S(x)|S(;c) G §„, S(r> + a)h) = 0,vEZ}. (2.5)

The dimension of S° is n — 1 for a = 0 and n for 0 < a < 1. The study of

the uniqueness is based on finding a good basis in S°. All discussion depends

heavily on locating the zeros of some generalization of Euler-Frobenius

polynomials.
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3. The eigenvalue problem. In this section we shall construct solutions to the

functional equation

S(x + h) - XS(x),      xER,S(x)e S„. (3.1)

Functions satisfying (3.1) and S (ah) = 0 belong to S°. We shall see later

on that this can happen for certain values of X only. The corresponding

solutions of (3.1) will be the required basis for S°. Let us return to (3.1). The

restriction of the solutions to [0, h] satisfies the following set of equations

yV(h) - avW(O),      j = 0, 1,...,»- 1,

y{n\h) = XyM(0) + 1,

yBU„. (3.2)

It is easy to see that if X g {eihlh, e'V+1>nh,..., ei(f+n),,h), then the system

(3.2) has a unique solution. Let us denote this solution by Anl(x, X). We set

Djf — (D — iJT))fiorj real and

/-" = D,Dl+l • • • A+,-i/      (/0] - /)• (3-3)

Following similar lines as Micchelli [5] we can derive some of the properties

of Anl(x, X) formulated in the next theorem.

Theorem 1.

D,AnJ(x, X) - An_u+ !(x, X),      Dl+nA„,(x, X) = An_u(x, X),     (1)

AnJ(x + h) = AnJ(x) + %,(*), (2)

where <pn>,(x) is the unique function in n„ which satisfies <p^\0) = 8Jn, j =

0, 1,..., n.

43(h) = A[S(0) + 8M,      j - 0,1,..., 8, (3)

-2T~ = S AnJ(x, X) "O (z - i(l + k)v)
e    — A     „=o k=o

(here void product means 1).(4)

1 JU       ¿,Hl+j)v(.x-h) ./„\
A4*.» - 7W % ¡-.-«.j» <-•>'("> «

Remark 1. One can check by direct calculations that the function <p„¡(x) is
given by

(e** - 1)"

M*) - •*■      /w     • (3-4)
Proof. The proof of (1), (2), (3) and (4) is exactly like that of Theorem 2.1
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in [5]. The Newton expansion (4) is a formal expansion. The coefficients

An,(x, X) of the expansion are divided differences of the function exz/(ezh —

X) at the points ih\, i(l + l)rj,...,/(/+ «)rj. Using the standard notation for

divided differences we have

AnJ(x, X) - [i/n,...,/(/ + n)r¡; e»/ (e* - X)]. (3.5)

Hence

An,l(x> A) =   2
e Kt+J)vx j

yfo  ei{,+J*h-X   n^i/ij - ihn)

I » e.(/+7V (-I)""7'

^./(*> X) ■  tt,     ,J^J)„» - ^  ' (3'6)

»V  fio  e'V+^-X   ß(n-j)\ '

which is clearly equivalent to (5).

An immediate consequence of (5) in Theorem 1 is the next corollary.

Corollary 1.

nn,,(X, x)

W}m0(eKI+»* - X)

where Tl„ ,(X, x) is a polynomial of degree at most n in X. Moreover, we can

write explicitly the first and the last coefficient ofIL„i(X, x).

n„,,(A, x) = (-1) V(*)A" + • • • + eia+n^n+1^hcpni,(x - h).   (3.7)

This shows that if x - 0, the degree of H„j(X, x) is at most n — 1.

The polynomial n„ ,(X, x) is a generalization of the Euler-Frobenius

polynomials studied by various authors. We arrived at this polynomial by

studying restrictions of (3.1) to (0, h). The additional requirement S (ah) = 0

implies that n„ ¡(X, ah) = 0. Hence, we have to find for what values of X,

Tl„,(X, ah) = 0. At this point we have to use a different approach than that of

Micchelli which was based on a theorem by Gantmacher and Krein on

oscillatory matrices. The difference is that in our case we deal with complex

polynomials and the other approach was real. We will derive a recursion

formula for n„ ¡(X, x), which ultimately, will help solve the main problem.

Theorem 2. (1) The polynomial Iín¡l(X, x) defined by (3.6) satisfies the

following recursion formula

(e^h - X) (eiU+nhi> _ X)

nn,/(x, *)-r^— n„_u+1(A, x)-j^-n„_u(A, x).

(3.8)

(2) The X-zeros of n„ ,(X, x) are all simple and located on the half line

_pe«(/+«/2M p > Qt prov\ded t¡h < 2ir/(n 4■ DandO < x < h.
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(3) nflj/(A, x) = Ane-'('+fl/2)(n+'WIL.Xa-1, h - x).

Remark 2. If tj -» 0 we obtain for x = 0 and A/2 the two variants of

Euler-Frobenius polynomials discussed by Schoenberg [8]. In this case all

zeros are negative.

Remark 3. If x = 0, by part (2) of Theorem 1 and part (3) of Theorem 2,

we find that if A is a zero of n„/(A, 0), then A-1 is also a zero, i.e. n„/(A, 0) is

a reciprocal polynomial. If x = A/2, we see directly from part (3) of Theorem

2 that n„(A, A/2) is again a reciprocal polynomial. Hence

n„>/(-e''(/+n/2)''\ 0) = 0 only if n is even and IinJ(-ei(,+n^h, A/2) = 0

only if n is odd.

In the proof of part (2) of this theorem, we require the following elementary

lemma concerning polynomials with real coefficients. This result was proved

in [1], but does not appear there in an explicit form.

Lemma 1. Let pn(z) = U"=l(z - Xf) with \ < A„_, < • • • < A! < 0.
Denote by £„ ..., £„_! the critical points ofp„(z), i.e. the zeros of p'n(z). Then

the locus of Imp„(z) = 0 is the real axis together with curves perpendicular to

the real axis at the critical points fc (J «* 1,..., n — I), symmetric with respect

to the real axis and asymptotic to the directions ktr/n and (2n — j)ir/n,

j = 1,...,« — 1. Along the level curve Impn(z) = 0 through %¡(j = 1,..., n

— 1), Rcp„(z) has the same sign as (— iy, respectively.

Proof of Theorem 2. Since A„,(x, X) is a certain divided difference of

exz/(ezh — A), we can write immediately, on using elementary properties of

divided differences, that

a    i     ïx      A-i,/+i(*>A)-4,-i,/(*.X) „„
AnAX> X)-^- • (3-9)

Substituting (3.6) in (3.9) we get (3.8).

The following proof of part (2) is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 in [1]

with some necessary modifications. From the definitions of n„/(A, jc) and

A„j(x, X) we find that for arbitrary real \x

IL,,(A, x) = e«(x+("+ 1)A)n„>/_/1(Ae-i'"'A, x). (3.10)

Substituting (3.10) in (3.9) with ¡i = I + n/2, changing the variable A =
pe¡V+n/2)T,h an¿ denoting tl„(p, x) = TL„-n/2(p, x), we get after some calcu-
lations

-i>jx/2 _        ¡irqh/2

n»(p> *) =-Imf- IL.0>e_'W2> *)

„-rqx/2 _     .-imjA/2     „

_ £-^Ei- nn(Pe^2, x).       (3.11)
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By a simple induction we see that LT„(p, x) is a polynomial with real

coefficients. In order to complete the proof of part (2) is enough to show that

n„(p, x) has only simple, real, negative roots. We proceed by induction. For

«=1,

fti(ft *) = \ ("
vh       .    r¡(x - A)

p sin -y + sin

Let us assume that the zeros of n„_,(p, x) are \,_, < X„_2 < • • • < A, < 0.

Multiplying (3.11) by p, we get

pn„(p, jc) - 4- (e'*(*+A>/2 - pc*K*+*>/2)pe"i**/2Û«-iO,e",,*/2« *)

- -X- (e-*><-x+»/2 - pe-^x+h)/2)pei^/2nn_l(pei,>h/2, x).   (3.12)

By the induction assumption, the polynomial pfi„_l(p,x) satisfies the

conditions of Lemma 1. Let us denote his critical points by |„_, < £„_2

< • • • < |, < 0. Construct two Unes through 0 inclined at ± tjA/2 to the

positive axis. The level curve Im{z fln_l(z, x)) = 0 through t (J — 1,..., n

— 1) will intersect the above lines at the points xje~"lh'2, Xje'^2 (the

existence of these points is insured by the conditions of the theorem). By

Lemma 1 and by (3.7) we have

sgn Re ñ^Xje-W/i, x) = (- lf~l*J. (3.13)

Rewriting (3.12), we get

2 /      *»(* + h)               (n + l)îl* \
p Un(p, x) = — ^sin-p sin -^-J

■KQ{pe-^2tln_x{pe-^2, x)}

2 (      ij(* + A) (n + 1)t,A \
+ ^lC0S-^-Pcos—y—j

■lm{pe^2îin_x(pe^2, x)}. (3.14)

Since sin[îj(x + A)/2] and sin[(« + l)ijA/2] are both positive and p < 0, we

get

sgnñ,,(x,,x) = (-l)n+;,      y-l,...,n- 1. (3.15)

By (3.7) we have also sgn n„(0 —, x) = (—1)" and sgn ftn(— co, x) = 1.

Hence nn(p, x) must have n negative simple roots. Let us proceed to the

proof of part (3). By part (5) of Theorem 1, we have
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A„,(h-x,X-') = ^\-   S-=— (-1)   J(i)

g-Hl+Jhpc■qx -ln\ <_

n(-1)" u)=(-1) AA-'(*'X)-i"n\7)n  £0  e-iu+J)h_x

On using the definition of n„ ¡(X, x) we complete the proof.

4. The interpolation problem. We mentioned in §2, that the solution to the

interpolation problem depends on finding a proper basis for S°.

Lemma 2. Let X¡ = -p7 e,9*m^*tj = 1,... ,n, pj > 0 be the roots of the
polynomialn„/(A, ah),0 < a < 1.DefineSj(x),x G R,j = I,... ,n,as

Sj(x) = AnJ(x, X)   forO < x < A (4.1)

and

Sj (x + h) = Xj Sj (x),      xBR. (4.2)

Then Sj(x), j = \,...,n, form a basis for S°. If a = 0, we have a similar
statement with n replaced by n — 1.

Proof. Since Ay are distinct, the functions Sj(x) exhibit different types of

exponential growth, so they are linearly independent. Since their number is

equal to the dimension of S°, they span §°.

Now we shall study how many values of a can give n„ ,(X, ah) = 0 for a

certain value of A. This is done by finding an additional recursion formula.

Theorem 3. (1)

¿ n„(p, x) = \ (e^/2 _ pe^nh/2 )fln_l(pe-^/2> x)

+ | (e-*>*/2 - pe"**/2 )n„_,(peft'',/2j xy

(2)Ifp>0andp<£ {eim>h/2, eiW2+v»h,.... eim>h/2}, then Un(p, x)^0on

(0,A).
(3) If p < 0 and ijh < 27r/(n + 1), then fl„(p, x) has exactly one simple

x-zero in [0, A).

Proof. Part (2) is an immediate consequence of the fact that fl„(p, x) has

only real negative zeros in p for x G [0, h). Let us proceed to the proof of

part (1). By Theorem 1, part (1), we have

Dn/2An-n/2(x, p) = A„_h_n/2(x, p). (4.3)

Hence, by the definition of n„ _n/2(p, x) we have

(d    • n \      n"--"/2(p,x) n„.lt_n/2(p,x)

*        ' 2 V> Wj.^e*-"/2^ - p)      H^(eK-"/2+j)l'H - p)     {    }
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where D = 3/3x. By (4.4) and the definition of fln(p, x), we get

D n„(p, x) - ^ n„(p, x) + (e1^/2 - p)e'^+"»/2ftB_l(>'*/2, x).   (4.5)

Substituting (3.8) in (4.5) we get part (1).

For the proof of part (3) we use some continuity arguments. If ij -> 0, the

situation reduces to the special case of cardinal polynomial spline. The result

is known [8], [10] in this case, but also can be proved directly by a simple

induction. It is easy to see that n„(p, x) is continuous as a function of the

parameter ij. Assuming that part (3) is not true in general, there is some value

of ij =£ 0 and some value of p < 0 for which Ti„(p, x) = 0 and 3ñ„(p, x)/dx

= 0 for some x in [0, A). Substituting these values of rj, p and x in part (1) of

Theorem 3 and in (3.11) we get

(eilx/2 _ peim,h/2 )n„_1(pe-'W2> x) m 0.

Since tjA < 2m/(n + 1) and x G [0, A), e''"*/2 ¥> pe~im,h/2 and hence,

n„_i(pe~",A/2, x) = 0. This is in contradiction to the fact that all A zeros of

n„_i(p, x) are real and negative. Now we can state the main theorem.

Theorem 4. Let 0 < a < 1 and r¡h < 2m/(n + 1). For any set of data {y„)

in Yy, there is a unique spline in %ny satisfying

S((v + a)h)=yy,       v G Z,

// and only if for n odd ai^\ and for n even a=£0.

Remark 4. It is worth noting that for a j= 0, \ the solution exists and is

unique for any n.

Remark 5. The case tj -» 0 coincides with the case n = 1 in [4].

Once we' proved Theorems 2 and 3, the process of proving Theorem 4 is

already a standard process. This is well presented in [5] and [8], so we will

omit here the proof.

5. Applications.

A. The cardinal trigonometric interpolation. Let n = 2m and / = — m. In

this case the polynomials A„,(, X) and n„/(A, x) are polynomials with real

coefficients. Moreover, A„,(x, X) coincides with the polynomial Am(x, t)

connected to the problem of cardinal trigonometric interpolation. Hence

following the same lines as the proof of Theorem 4, we get a result much

stronger than Theorem 3 in [10]. More precisely, we can prove that if

0 < a < 1 and if the data is of power growth, the interpolation problem of

finding S(x) G S(Am, tj) (see the notations of [10]) such that S((v + a)rj) =

yv and S(x) is of power growth, admits a unique solution if and only if a ¥= 0.

B. The spline interpolation of periodic sequences. Let {y„} be a periodic

sequence of period k > 2. Since (yv~) is bounded, under the conditions of
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Theorem 4, i.e. rj < 2tr/(n + 1), if n odd a =£ \ and if n even a^O, there is

a unique bounded interpolant S(x) in S„. It is easy to see that S(x) must be

also periodic of period k [8]. Denote by S„ k the class of elements in S„ which

are k periodic. If n > k — 1, S„tk reduces to the class of complex polynomials

of degree « in e"* multiplied by ei,y,x [9]. The nontrivial cases occur if

n<k-\.
We are interested to know what happens in the case n odd, a = \ and n

even a = 0. In %nk we can have solutions of S(x + h) = XS(x) if and only if

X = w7', y = 0, 1,'. .., k - 1, where w = e2"i/k. Denote by Sj(x), j =

0, 1,..., k — 1, to be the elements in SnJt satisfying S(x + h) = (yS(x).

Each of these splines is unique up to a constant factor. It can be verified

easily that the functions Sj(x) are linearly independent. Moreover, they span

%nk. Any element S(x) in S„k can be written as

S(x)-2lCjSj(x). (5.1)

j-o

Clearly we get existence and uniqueness for the interpolation problem if

and only if the linear system

k-\

S((v + a)h) = 2 cj Sj((v + a)h) = 0,       v - 0, 1,..., k - 1,   (5.2)

has only the trivial solution c} = 0, j = 0, 1,..., k — 1. Since Sj(x + A) =

<ySj(x), we get from (5.2)

fc-i
2 Cj a%(ah) = 0,       p - 0, 1,..., k - 1.

Hence CjSj(ah) = 0, for j «■ 0,1,..., k — 1, and then, is necessary and

sufficient for the existence and uniqueness that Sj(ah) ¥=0,j = 0, 1,..., k

— 1. In other words, if and only if none of the <aJ,j = 0, 1,..., k — 1, is a

zero of n„ /(A, ah). Since we deal only with the exceptional cases, this

polynomial is reciprocal. By Theorem 2, part (2) and Corollary 1, (ù> ̂=

- e'(/+n/2)iA for all y = 0, 1,..., A; - 1. In the special case A = 1, / = 0,

T) = 2ir/k, the above condition reduces to j ¥= (n + k)/2, for all j =

0,1.k — I. This is the case of complex polynomial spline over the unit

circle studied in [1] and [9]. In conclusion we proved that there is a unique

solution to the interpolation problem except for the cases: (i) a = 0, n and k

even numbers, (ii) a = \, n and k odd numbers. We point out that the cases

a ¥= 0, j was not studied in the previous treatment.
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